
The Electric Nemeton, an architecture with forest-like structure and inspired by the 
Celtic groves, was located in Granary Square beside King Cross and Pancreas 
stations on November 2020.
 
The pavilion was a structure of hope to bring people together back to their social 

lives after Covid-19 isolation. The architect Sam Jacob Studio speaks about the 
outdoor public space as follows;

“It creates a space to walk through, a stage for social life and a sculptural object 
in Granary Square.”

“As a big, elevated structurally expressive roof, it creates a space for things to 

happen underneath."

“A structure that itself is an event, somewhere to explore and a platform for 
open ended use.”

After looking at photographs of how people interacted with the space, I could conclude that the pavilion worked successfully on grasping 
people’s attention from a far view point. People were gathered around the space as a sculpture to take photos, pass through and 
sit around. It was perceived as an exterior space more than an interior space. 

During Christmas, people take advantage to socialise and spend time 
together. As mentioned, The Electric Nemeton aimed to be a place to 
explore and a place for things to take place underneath and that requires 
‘time’ to be spent.

I aim to focus on the interior space of the pavilion for people not to only 
be attracted by the exterior, walk through and observe the unaccessible 
beauty of the roof srtucture. 

I plan to uplift the place of exploration once having people step into the 
tree structure, they'll explore an interactive space that might lead them to 
take more time, discover and share experiences.

The target is to upgrade the rigid wooden floor by being more responsive 
to people's movement and that is by making wood flexible.

Flexibility is experimented by two ways. First, by subracting fragements from 
wood and second by adding another material to wood.

The original floor of the pavilion is wood, so least changes will be 
altered.

Wood is a sustainable material that can be reused and reassembled 
easily.

The Electric Nemeton

Integrity: Conceptual

Why wood?

Exploring a space

Interactive Space

Interactive Material

Responsive to Movement

Upgrade the Wooden Deck

Rigid Wood          flexible wood

subtraction      addition    

methodology:        1                  2 & 3 
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Subtracting Fragments from Wood1

Tools Used

Methodology 1

Side View

Natural Pine Wood

Startrite 401s Bandsaw  Earplugs    2x G clamps 300x200mm wood piece  Ruler                Pencil         Safety glasses 

Plywood

Top View

Materials Tested

Engineered Pine Board

Bandsaw ruler     400x50mm wood bar 

 Put on the safety equipment. 

1

4

2

5

3

6

Adjust the 
blade's height 
and the G claps 
to support the 
rectangular piece 
of wood..
                                                                                                                   

 Set the distance between the blade and 
the rectangular wooden piece (300x200mm).                  

Flip the sample each time to do 
the same on the other side.

Measure the spacing on both sides of the sample or 
adjust it once on the wood bar piece. (400x50 mm).                                                                                  

Turn on the Bandsaw, push the 
sample slowley through the blade 
to hit the rectangular wooden 
piece (it acts as a stopper).

Pull slowley back and 
straighten the sample. 

(The same method was applied on the above 3 materials mentioned..)
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Integrating Bungee Rope & Wood2

Materials 

Tools Used

Side View

Plywood

Sheppach basato 3H bandsaw  Compass       Drilling machine   15 mm screw  Power drill  3 mm screw G clamp  Startrite401s bandsaw

       Ear plugs                 Ruler                  Safety glasses          Sheppach disc sander

     Sanding paper           Brush          Cardboard     Screw driver    Cutter               Scissors          Pencil

Top View

Bungee Rope



Methodology 2

Take measures to divide a piece of 
plywood into bars.
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Cut the drawing and trace.

Insert the 15 mm screw into the 
drilling machine. Create a wood 
support that perfectly fits your 
bead to avoid close finger contact 
with the machine.

Cut wooden pieces to create a 
frame. Use the drilling machine 
to drill holes in 2 facing wooden 
pieces. Consider the width of the 
bungee rope when deciding on 
the screw size before drilling.

Put the safety equipment on.

Use a thin blade to cut and 
rotate by hand the beads 
using the Sheppach basato 3H 
bandsaw.

Fix the support on a piece 
of plywood using G clamps 
to avoid any rotation/side 
movement. Pull the wheel down 
gently and gradually to avoid 
cracks in the wood.

Combine the frame using either 
wood glue and clamps or a 
power drill and screws.

Use the Startrite 401s bandsaw to 
cut slowly the bars equally. The 
support to the left helps to cut 
straight and perpendicular.

Make a template using cardboard 
to draw the wooden bead and 
mark centre points for the holes..

Sand the imperfect curves using 
the Sheppach disc sander. Slight 
bumps will need the right side of 
the disc to do the job.

Use sand paper to neatly rub 
any excess wooden wool. 

Consider sides a + b = c before 
creating the template and 
arrange the beads temporary to 
check that the holes are aligned. 

Use the brush to clean wood 
wool followed by using a screw 
driver to pull the stucked bead 
out. Brush afterwards too. Repeat 
steps for all beads.

a b

c

Use a cutter to cut strips of 
bungee rope. 

Organise the layout of the beads 
with the rope before inserting 
them into the frame. Support the 
rope at both ends.

    Faster       Slower

2 x

2 x



Integrating Elastic Fabric & Wood3

Materials 

Tools Used

Methodology 3

Section View Plywood Elastic fabric

Sheppach basato 3H bandsaw    Hammer                Disc sander                   Ruler        Table disc sawcutting machine

    Pencil         Eye protection      Scissors             Ear plugs        Nails

Top View
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6
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Take measures to create a frame.

Pound the nails to fix the fabric.

Put safety equipment on.

Weave so that each 2 adjacent 
strips fold similarly.

Cut elastic fabric and align them 
in one direction.

Glue the wood together and fit 
the wood block into the hole.

Join the frame pieces.

Take measures of the hole and 
the area created by the weave 
to cut the wooden pieces. 

a b

c



Conclusion

Testing Results  Impact on Social Quality

Natural Pine

Although it appeared to be more solid and harder 
when cutting, it was the most fragile sample. Natural 
nodes in the wood were not suitable to divide into 
fragments and if they were skipped to be cut under 
the blade, the wood sample will have wide rigid 
fragments in between the cuts. It needed a thick 
blade to go back and forth through the wood. More 
attention, less force and slower hand push in and out 
movement was required. The sample broke into pieces 
before being tested under pressure. 

Solid pine wood cannot be used to create the desired 
intention. Its natural beauty is best to be exposed and 
seen and not to be cut and fragmented. 

Untouched, the deck looks similar 
to a rigid wooden deck. It will 
surprise people walking through 
the pavilion for the first time, 
thus it can provide an instant 
experience. 

Flexibility is only seen vertically. 
A plank will drop down once a 
person steps through and should 
lift straight back once stepped 
back.

For better strength a plank will 
not exceed 500 mm span and 
200 mm width. Thick wood to 
be used. Support from 2 sides 
will be needed for each plank in 
a mechanical fixation. 

Organisation of the planks layout 
has no impact on flexibility; 
however, it impacts social quality 
by the patterns they create 
based on people's movement 
walking upon.

Note the design proposal might 
request frequent maintenance if 
it will be constructed. 

Although this type of wood looks very neat (without 
any bumps or groves), it cannot be used in the social 
space due to its fragility. 

The sample tended to successfully bend and turn, yet it 
had the weakest strength compared to the other two 
samples.. The material lacks any strong routes that tend 
to combine the material to handle stress. 

The sample broke during its first hand test and continued 
to break into smaller fragments without any force.

Plywood was the successful sample, it can be used in 
the social space with considerations to its thickness, span 
(because whenever the span is long the deeper down 
it is going to bend), spacing between each cut and the 
depth of the cut through the wood. 

The more cuts and fragments we get the more 
bendable the wood will be, thus the more delicate 
it will get. An average number of cuts  is to be 
considered and it can be used with a low span as 
plates/tiles arranged to create a floor. Greater thickness 
of wood is recuired for creating the floor (considering 
to use a CNC machine or table saw to cut).

Plywood has the heighest strength to weight ratio 
compared to the other 2 materials and its composition 
of thick layers protect it from being broken easil.y.

Engineered Pine Block

Plywood
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Conclusion

Testing Results Impact on Social Quality

Bungee rope added so much strength and flexibility to the wood. The sample does 
provide flexibility vertically and horizontally due to the bungee rope. It has more 
strength than flexible wood itself. 

Untouched, the floor looks different than a regular wooden 
deck. A texture is created by the overlapping organisation 
of the wooden beads.

The floor will be interactive visually and physically. An 
experience and a place for things to happen is achievable, 
thus more time for people to spend in the space. 

Things to happen: - individual/ group jumps
              - swinging action
              - moving beads back and forth
              - laying down
Less maintenance will be required compared to design 
1. More time to create for 8.4 x 8.4 m2 pavilion floor 
compared to design 1.

Design 3 would be very interactive and flexible. The 
mechanism will be more hidden than design 2 for the 
user. Thus, greater level of surprise as stepped through 
the pavilion. Many things to happen and experiences to 
be shared. 
Further safety testing will be required to make sure it 
would not lead people to tip over the groves between 
the blocks.
More maintenance might be required than design 2..

 

Elastic fabric provided more flexibility in movement on a 3 dimensional level, 
but the wooden beads were less stable and could not remain in a 100% exact 
position. The latter as well will move slightly back and forth more than design 2 
during movement. Bungee also has more strength than elastic fabric.

2

3

Subtraction of wood reduces rigidity and increases flexibility, but it lessens its strength.
Addition to wood by a bendable material increases its flexibility and maintains the 
wood properties. 
Samples 2 and 3 could be taken further into development. Sample 1 might be 
more suitable for partitions rather than floors. 
The successful samples can provide a space to allow users to spend more time 
socialising and discovering the space.
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Pleasure and Place 

Brighton Seaside History - Case study

How and when did the development of certain infrastructures affect the pull and viability of "the seaside" as a site for urban workforce holiday makers?
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Figure 1 - Reproduction of Saxon Village, Royal Pavilion & Museums, Brighton & Hove
Figure 2 - Fish market, Brighton. Nibbs, Richard Henry; C Moody, 1846
Figure 3 - Dr-Richard-Russell-by-Benjamin-Wilson-c-1755
Figure 4 - Ship Hotel 1860, reproduced from The Regency Society
Figure 5 - Marine Pavilion, Image reproduced from the Royal Collection Trust, July 180
Figure 6 - Brighthelmstone Dispensary in Middle Street, 1830 
Figure 7 - 
Figure 8 - https://brightondome.org/about/history_heritage/the_royal_stables_riding_house/

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

1 R. P. Ross Williamson (1930). "Excavations in Whitehawk Camp, Near Brighton"
The Creation of Monuments: Neolithic Causewayed Enclosures in the British Isles. Swindon, UK: English Heritage. ISBN 978-1-873592-42-7

2 The Weald is an area of Southeast England between the parallel chalk escarpments of the North and the South Downs. It crosses the counties of 
Hampshire, Surrey, Sussex, and Kent and was covered with forest, and its name, Old English in origin, signifies "woodland".-Clifford Musgrave 
(2011), ‘Life in Brighton’, the history press

3 The survey was ordered by William the Conqueror at Christmas 1085 and was probably started around mid-January 1086. All England except 
the far north (still yet to come fully under Norman control) was divided into seven or more circuits. Each circuit was assigned three or four royal 
commissioners. Lists of manors and men for every county were compiled by the King’s tenants-in-chief. -Clifford Musgrave (2011), ‘Life in Brighton’, 
the history press

4 John Ackerson Erredge (1862), ‘History of Brighthelmston or Brighton as I View it and Others Knew it with a Chronological Table of Local Events’, 
E. Lewis

5 Clifford Musgrave (2011), ‘Life in Brighton’, the history press

6 http://hovehistory.blogspot.com/2015/11/old-ship-hotel-brighton.html

7 David Muggleton (2016), ‘Brighton Pubs’, Amberley Publishing Limited

8 https://www.mybrightonandhove.org.uk/places/placestree/castle-square/castle-square

9 https://www.mybrightonandhove.org.uk/people/peopinv/dr-richard-russell/russell-dr-richard

10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_Bourdain:_No_Reservations

11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Brighton

12 https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/nostalgia/remembering-new-brighton-baths-how-14322791
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Figure 27 - https://brightonjournal.co.uk/the-black-lion-vs-the-cricketers-battle-of-brightons-oldest-pubs/
Figure 28 - hthelmstone Dispensary in Middle Street, 1830
Figure 29 - The Royal Pavilion at dusk
Figure 30 - The Growth of Brighton: E.W. Gilbert, The Geographical Journal, Vol. 114, No. 1/3 (Jul. - Sep., 1949)
Figure 31 - https://www.sussexlive.co.uk/news/sussex-news/brightons-hidden-network-secret-tunnels-4296736
Figure 32 - https://www.sussexlive.co.uk/news/sussex-news/brightons-hidden-network-secret-tunnels-4296736
Figure 33 - https://www.sussexlive.co.uk/news/sussex-news/brightons-hidden-network-secret-tunnels-4296736
Figure hoto 34 - https://www.sussexlive.co.uk/news/sussex-news/brightons-hidden-network-secret-tunnels-4296736
Figure 35 -  Royal Pavilion tunnel floor plan
Figure 36- https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=Hw8LAAAAIAAJ&pg=PG230&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
Figure 37 - https://spartacus-educational.com/DSsharp.jpg
Figure 38 - http://www.simplonpc.co.uk/Brighton/ChainPier_PC-01_b.jpg
Figure 39 - https://spartacus-educational.com/DSphotosea6F42c.jpg
Figure 40 - https://www.flickr.com/photos/seadipper/3556865287/in/gallery-dominicspics-72157622647434786/
Figure 41 - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Albion_Hotel#/media/File:Royal_Albion_Hotel,_Brighton_(IoE_294536).jpg 
Figure 42 - Image from Brighton and Hove in Pictures by Brighton and Hove City Council
Figure 43 - The Italianate building was designed by David Mocatta and completed in 1841
Figure 44 - Brighton Station/ Brighton Railway Station Terminus, London-Brighton line (1841-) (brightontoymuseum.co.uk)
Figure 45 - Brighton Station/ Brighton Railway Station Terminus, London-Brighton line (1841-) (brightontoymuseum.co.uk
Figure 46 - 'London and Brighton Railway. The Great Ouse Viaduct’ 1844 print by Smyth, Illustrated London News
Figure 47 - map
Figure 48 - Queens Road Overview
Figure 49 - Aerial Plan of the Station
Figure 50 - Brighton Main Shed and New Shed early 1900s
Figure 51 - Brighton Station early 1900s
Figure 52 - https://www.brightonandhovenews.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/West-Pier-black-and-white.jpg
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Figure 56 – Google search - Madeira Drive today
Figure 57 - Lewes Road Waterworks, Brighton History Center
Figure 58 - The engine house at the Mile Oak water works
Figure 59 - Headquarters of Brighton Water Department 1967
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ht=900
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9. Gladwin, A. (2021). Sussex Live. Brighton's enormous underground tunnel network we may never see again. Retrieved [Online] from: https://
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Palace Pier Alterations 

Project Brief

Our concept of what constitutes an appropriate/acceptable Holiday has been subject to constant review since the early days of 
Brighton-Seaside culture. Most recently there would seem to be a willingness to not go abroad but instead stay in the UK. Another 

development has been an increased awareness of climate change and the subsequent changes to our natural environment. 

Step 1
With close reference to the catalogue of the previous Serpentine Gallery Pavilions (SGP) projects, your task is to propose/ design 

a holiday dwelling, to be located somewhere on the body of the Palace Pier. 

Step 2
With appropriate reference to SGP projects you are asked to develop an outline proposal for a research station (a place from 

which to observe, study and discuss) whose primary focus is climate change. 
Finally you are asked to bring Step 1 and Step 2 together so that for the duration of the summer season your Palace pier 

installation provides holiday accommodation for visiting holiday makers and for the autumn/ winter seasons your construction 
provides a research centre with space for observation, data collection and research presentation. 
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Brighton - a great British coastal resort town
Seafront in the Past Seafront in the Present

In conclusion, people visited Brighton 
for various reasons from throughout 

history and till today. Brighton's 
seafront is a great place to enjoy a 

hobby, escape reality and be who you 
want to be, a private place and a place 
to be seen at too. It is a great place to 
bath in the water for health reasons 

and to practice water sports. 

Salsa dancing at the band stand. 

DADSWELL, B. 2018. Swing storms Brighton seafront as dancers perform on 
bandstand [Online]. Available: https://www.theargus.co.uk/news/16621511.swing-
storms-brighton-seafront-dancers-perform-bandstand/ [Accessed 25 December 

2021].

Watersports - Stand up paddle boarding.

Visit Brighton. 2021. Adventure & Outdoor Activities in Brighton [Online]. Available: 
https://www.visitbrighton.com/things-to-do/sports-and-activities/adventure-and-
outdoor [Accessed 25 Dececmber 2021].

Rollerblading and skating activities by the beach.

SPONG, J. 2021. TRY IT NOW… ROLLERBLADING ON BRIGHTON SEAFRONT [Online]. 
Coast. Available: coastmagazine.co.uk/content/try-it-now-rollerblading-brighton-
seafront [Accessed December

 2021].

Enjoying watersports - surfing.

OCEANOGRAPHIC. 2019. Ocean Pollution Surfers Against Sewage publishes 
2019 water quality report [Online]. Oceanographic. Available: https://www.
oceanographicmagazine.com/news/water-quality-report/ [Accessed December 

2021].

Cyling near the beach.
OCEANOGRAPHIC. 2019. Ocean Pollution Surfers Against Sewage publishes 
TIMEOUTDOORS. 2021. London to Brighton Cycle Ride 2021 [Online]. Timeoutdoors. 
Available: https://www.timeoutdoors.com/events/cycling/London-to-Brighton-
Cycle-Ride-2021 [Accessed December 2021].
oceanographicmagazine.com/news/water-quality-report/ [Accessed December 
2021].

Brighton's open houses during December.
FULLER, C. 2021. Artists showcasing work at Brighton and Hove Open Houses 
Christmas Festival [Online]. The Argus. Available: https://www.theargus.co.uk/
news/19710883.artists-showcasing-work-brighton-hove-open-houses-christmas-
festival/ [Accessed December 2021].
oceanographicmagazine.com/news/water-quality-report/ [Accessed December 
2021].

Watching the murmurations.

GETTYIMAGES. 339 Birds Brighton Pier Premium High Res Photos [Online]. 
Gettyimages. Available: https://www.gettyimages.ae/photos/birds-brighton-pier.

Outdoor bathing during summer and special occassions

EXPRESS. 2014. Historic Christmas swim cancelled over health and safety fears [Online]. 
Express
Available: https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/545512/Christmas-swim-Brighton-

cancelled-health-and-safety [Accessed December 2021].

Meditation and yoga along the seafront.

O'BRIEN, R. 2021. Brighton Yoga and Well-being Festival 2021: When is it, where 
will it take place and what will the programme include? [Online]. Brighton & Hove 
Independent. Available: https://www.brightonandhoveindependent.co.uk/whats-on/
things-to-do/brighton-yoga-and-well-being-festival-2021-when-is-it-where-will-it-
take-place-and-what-will-the-programme-include-3292588 [Accessed December 

2021].

Private chats and escape from the world.

2020. Brighton Skies. Available: https://en-gb.facebook.com/

groups/343329786021733/media [Accessed].

Meditate, enjoy nature and spend a weekend 

TOMLIN, H. 1931. Crowds on the beach at Brighton, Sussex, 1931. [Online]. Science & 
Society Picture Library: Daily Herald Archive/National Science & Media Museum / 
Science & Society Picture Library. Available: https://www.scienceandsociety.co.uk/
results.asp?image=10316928&itemw=4&itemf=0001&itemstep=1&itemx=2 [Accessed 

December 2021].

In 1984, The Noble Group bought the Pier and removed 
the entrance fee and replaced the activities with 
profitable arcade games.

http://www.simplonpc.co.uk/Sussex_Piers/Brighton-Palace_PC-08.jpg

Seashore Electric Railway rides to see the water

https://blog.railwaymuseum.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Ellis_
Kelsey_Img_5_flipped.jpg

Turkish baths and Mahomed's bath shampoo surgeon

ZARR, G. 2018. The Shampooing Surgeon of Brighton [Online]. AramcoWorld. 
Available: https://www.aramcoworld.com/Articles/March-2018/The-Shampooing-

Surgeon-of-Brighton [Accessed November 2021].

A train braves stormy seas as it runs along the wooden 
viaduct east of Banjo Grove in this old postcard view. 
c.1890

URBAN75. 2006. Volk’s Electric Railway, Brighton [Online]. Available: http://www.
urban75.org/railway/volks-electric-railway.html [Accessed October 2021].

Escaping reality and spending time privately (King's 
George's secret tunnels)

Gladwin, A. (2021). Sussex Live. Brighton's enormous underground tunnel network we 
may never see again. Retrieved [Online] from: https://www.sussexlive.co.uk/whats-on/
brightons-enormous-underground-tunnel-network-5825229

A source of fascination for many before it had even been finished, it 
featured attractions such as “a regimental band, camera obscura, 
saloon, reading room, souvenir shops, kiosks, telescopes, a ‘silhouettist’, 
weighing machine,and shower baths.
HOVE, M. B. A. 1990. Completed in January 1823 [Online]. Available: https://www.mybrightonandhove.org.uk/
places/placesea/chain-pier/chain-pier-4 [Accessed October 2021].

People watched the cargo boats loading and unloading
on the chain pier.

 The Argus. Available: https://www.theargus.co.uk/news/10691662.chain-reaction/ 
[Accessed October 2021].

Madeira Drive - terraces and an accessible walkway that included 
a smoking room, café, a skating ring, and a music conservatory. 
(Live music performances occurring regularly for all classes)
GREEN, B. H. B. 2017. The story of ‘Maddy’ – Brighton’s historic Madeira Drive [Online]. Available: 
https://building-green.org.uk/2017/04/18/the-story-of-maddy-brightons-historic-madeira-drive/ 

[Accessed December 2021].

Open Air Swimming Pool, 1930

TRIMINGHAM, A. 2011. No cash to splash
 [Online]. Available: https://www.theargus.co.uk/news/9141046.no-cash-to-splash/ [Accessed 

October 2021].

Fishing and fishing market.

PEARCE, L. 2016. Nostalgia: Brighton as a fishing village [Online]. The Argus. 
Available: https://www.theargus.co.uk/news/14290755.nostalgia-brighton-as-a-

fishing-village/ [Accessed].

Doctor Brighton - a healing place to see the doctor.

WIKIPEDIA. 2020. Richard Russell (doctor) [Online]. Available: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Russell_(doctor) [Accessed].

Celebrating diversity and all classes.

UK, B. C. 2017. Brighton College celebrate diversity at Brighton Pride 2017 [Online]. 

YouTube. Available: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a451bJl0sSs [Accessed].

Walks along the pier and seafront.

WALKER, W. 2018. BRIGHTON WALK | Brighton Palace Pier in Glorious 
Sunshine | England [Online]. YouTube. Available: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=myvsr9Jw43g [Accessed 2021].

Privacy (Royal Pavilion & tunnels)
To enjoy a hobby (horses/ swimming)
To not be observed or monitored (to be free & do the 
uncommon or be the unordinary)
To escape society and be who you want to be
Healing purposes (fresh air & sea water)
Bathing, pubs & spa (Turkish bath)
Unloading (ships)
Entertainment (Pier, art theatre)
Fishing 

Open Houses, art and music scenes, events
Salsa dancing (at the band stand)
Shopping and night life (pubs/lanes)
Beach, Royal Pavilion, walks
Water sports (Hove)
Cycling
Fishing
Diversity
Meditation
To be free (less boundaries)
Swim
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Palace Pier 2021 Building Use Site Analysis

                                                                                                                                                                                                                   All photographs are Author’s own.

Legend

Landing stage beside the pier 
providing side views of the 
pier structure.

Solid walls facing the sea.
Introvert casino building at 
the entrance of the pier.

Standing at one point at the
pier, one could see extended 
built exposed to the water.

Seating areas are located on 
a central line. People are 
more encouraged to occupy
them during less windy days.

A beautiful zone to connect
with nature in between the 
park and the casino, but it’s 
location is very windy.

Pedestrians need to walk behind
the fun constructions to be able
to escape to nature.

People on holiday would
like to buy souviners from
gift shops.

Dead circulation zones that are not
engaged either with interior or exterior
due to lack of seats near the water.

Loud entertainment that distrupts
attention, circulation and views
to nature. 

A building amusment block
(Horror Hotel) blocking complete 
connections to the sea at the 
end of the pier.

Seating area at the entrance
of the pier, very connected with
the streets and land more than nature.
It is more like a waiting area.

Amusment Park

Transitions between indoors
and outdoors that effect can
be included in the design
concept.

Restaurants are needed for 
holiday makers. 

Restaurants take part of the 
occupied seated area on the
pier.

A lot of action dominating 
the place. Very few ride them 
most of the year (exceptions: summer)

Dome to be removed - it is 
a memic of the entrance’s 
historic dome.

People who require further isolation
go till the end of the pier where
the maintenance rooms for the 
park are located.

Spotted visual continuity
between East and West parts
of the pier. (Concept)

Less noisy good areas that 
should rather be occupied and 
lived on rather than passing
across them.

High stimulation at the end of
the pier (focal point). Nature
storms versus humanbuild wildlife.
(Suggested to be removed)

Maintenance at the end of the
pier - birds - access stairs
to the game preventing 
complete isolation with nature.

Restaurants/ Pubs / Cafes

Casino

Gift shops

Seating area

Note: A great position to locate the holiday dwelling if located below the 
pier; however, it is the windest location on the pier and one of the least 
climatic protective area.

Note: A beautiful position to 
locate the dwelling under the 
pier; however, I needed the 
dwelling to have 3 visual access 
(East,West & Sky). Plus, I needed 
people to walk through the 
end of the pier, which acts as 
a transition between city and 
nature. Thus, the more you walk 
in, the more disconnected from 
the city, business and stress; the 
more connected to nature.

Note: A great position to locate the holiday 
dwelling; however it is close to shore and it is 
very seen by people walking beside the pier.
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Strucutre Noise

Pier Elements & Features

Public & Private

Mean Low Tide

Mean High Tide

Pier Plan and Section 1, 2                 

Buildings on top of the pier are supported using a 
different structural system (an open web, single-span 
metal truss which takes the form of segmental arch) 
Roof with a central rotunda.6

Legend
Legend

High noise stimulation
Crowded/ public zone

Medium noise stimulation
Less crowded/ more private zone

Quiet and beautiful connections to 
nature zones; however it is still very 
accessible by people to walking to 
reach the end of the pier.

A journey to nature - end of the pier 
for a more quiet place behind the 
scenes and behind the amusments.

The very end of the pier is too noisy. 
If the "holiday dwelling" could 
be located below the pier with a 
reduction of the amusments at the 
very end of the pier to not feel the 
vibration of the rides.

Good connections with nature for 
the research centre because it is 
visually and physically accessable 
by people for encouraging 
people's engagement in research 
. However, it is a less private zone 
for dwellers who wish to swim. 

Zone on the pier that is connected 
with nature, but is visually 
accessable by people. 8

Low noise stimulation

Wooden deck with various wooden planks colours due 
to replacements of some and short gaps between planks 
exist where you could see the water underneath.

A series of perpendicular I-shaped steel beams create 
a surface for the wooden planks to support on and act 
to transmit the loads on the Pier into the below truss, 
columns and piles foundation.

Iron truss lattice grider Iron truss lattice grider 

Cast-iron columns 

Cross bracing is used to support the columns together. 
These bracing have rusted and collected some 
seasweed. 

300 mm pile structure

White metal grid curved in arches at 
the entrance facade of the Pier.

Nature (white foam) hitting man-
made (land, building, city, stress). I 
need my building to be part of nature 
with it's pure colours.

Organic ornamental cast iron fences
along the whole promanade.

Organic ornaments versus linearity 
on benches. 

Change of material due to the 
weather as your eyes goes below 
the pier and hitting the water. 
More errosion and the presence of 
seaweed is noticed.

Interesting connection that could be 
made with nature is also providing 
underneath views to the water by 
including transparency to floors for 
example. 

Picturesque scenes that can be 
created on the pier through wooden 
frames and transparency.

Rusted bits of iron on the pier. That 
can be considered as part of the 
design when choosing the material 
for my project.

Difference in wood panels type and 
colours along the pier deck.

Organic forms versus grids.

The Palace Pier (iconic Grade 2 listed pier) was intended as a replacement for the Chain Pier, which collapsed in 1896 during construction of the new pier. The pier was designed and constructed by R. 
St George Moore.3 It was the third in Brighton, following the Royal Suspension Chain Pier in 1823 and the West Pier in 1866. The first screw-pile of the new Palace Pier was driven in November 1891.
The first development of the Pier was done in 1901, it included 4 large minaret cast iron towers linked together by chains, smoking, dining and reading rooms in addition to a concert hall. A band stand 
was created in the centre and wind screens in 1906.4 

Detail of the Pier Structure 2       scale: 1/50

PIER DECK
+9.1m

+6.4m

TYPICAL
TRUSS

UPPER RAIL

UPPER BRACING

MIDDLE RAIL

LOWER BRACING

LOWER RAIL

MEAN HIGH WATER SPRING 
+3.1m

MEAN HIGH WATER NEAP
+1.6m

ORDNANCE DATUM 
+0.0m

MEAN LOW WATER NEAP
-1.4m

MEAN LOW WATER SPRING 
-2.7m

BED LEVEL VARIES

PILE OR COLUMN
(NOMINALLY 300mm
DIAMETER)

INTERSECTION CLIP

1 (From Irriana Dimitriou) LILY STEPHENSON, HOP Consulting Civil and Structural Engineer, Pier Drawing
2 Topographic-map.com (2021). Brighton. Accessed [Online] on 29/11/21. Retrieved from: https://en-gb.topographic-map.com/maps/13/Brighton/
3 "Brighton Palace". National Piers Society. Archived from the original on 5 August 2017. Retrieved 5 August 2017.
4  HOVE, M. B. 2006. Opened to the public in May 1899 [Online]. Available: https://www.mybrightonandhove.org.uk/places/placeland/palace_pier/brighton-pier.
5 Jerrold, Clare. Picturesque Sussex. Dundee: Valentine, 1906. Internet Archive. Contributed by University of California Libraries. Web. 25 April 20188/
6 BANERJEE, J. 2020. Brighton Palace Pier, Brighton [Online]. The Victorian Web. Available: https://victorianweb.org/art/architecture/iron/1.html [Accessed December 2021].
7 ORGANISATION, T. N. 2011. BRIGHTON PIER- BOAT DECK REPLACEMENT.
8 CRAIGIE, E. 2021. The cleanest and dirtiest beaches a two-hour drive from Reading [Online]. BerkshireLive. Available: https://www.getreading.co.uk/whats-on/family-kids-news/cleanest-dirtiest-beaches-two-hour-20804531 [Accessed December 2021].

Historic image of the Palace Pier in the very 
early twentieth century showing the aquarium 
to the left and overlooking west.5

3D image showing the pier structure below the 
pier.7

All photographs  are author's own.
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Sun Conditions

Tide Conditions

Wind Conditions

Water Temperature Conditions

June solstice 
East

South

62 degrees

17 degrees

West

Equinox (March and September)

December Solstice 

Reference: Gaisma, 2021. Brighton United Kingdom Sun path Diagram, {Accessed] December, 2021, https://www.gaisma.com/en/location/brighton.html

Reference: DREAMSTIME. 2021. 133 Brighton Pier Rides Stock Photos [Online]. Available: https://www.dreamstime.com/photos-images/brighton-pier-rides.html [Accessed December 2021].

Reference: WINDFINDER. 2021. Annual wind and weather statistics for Brighton [Online]. Available: https://www.windfinder.com/windstatistics/brighton_beach [Accessed November 2021].

Summer sun (June)

Equinox sun (March and September)

Winter sun (December)

Skylight openings in the roof would be desired for tanning 
and beautiful summers for the holiday dwelling. 

During winter, lower openings will be required for the 
research centre.

Conclusion: 
Highest tide is 7.16 meters during October. 

It is harder to swim during Spring.
Lifeguards at Brighton beach will be present from end of May till the first week of September.

Reference:
COUNCIL, B. H. C. 2021. Swimming sea safety [Online]. Available: https://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/libraries-leisure-and-arts/
seafront/swimming-sea-safety [Accessed December 2021].

Conclusion:
 Swimming months are: June - July - August

Surfers's Information

"Many surfers believe one of the best times to surf in Brighton and the surrounding areas is the mid-time between summer and 
Autumn. September to October are generally favourable months due to the beaches being less busy as the school children 
head back to school as the summer holidays draw to a close. The average sea temperatures for these months are some of the 
warmest temperatures year-round. September sees an average of 17.4°C / 63.3°F and October sees an average of 16.3°C / 61.3°F."

Reference: BLOG, J. E. Exciting Places To Surf In Brighton For First Timers – A 2021 Guide [Online]. Available: https://jollyexplorer.com/
where-to-surf-in-brighton-a-guide-for-first-timers/ [Accessed December 2021].

Conclusion: 
Surfing time is best during September - October 

Conclusion:

Warmest water is during August & September.

Trying to keep the building away from  direct wind 
directions and allowing the user the choice to decide the 
amount of breeze to enter the space.

Winter wind

Winter & summer wind

The above table was concluded from the following reference:
COUNCIL, B. H. C. 2020. Brighton & Hove Tide Times 2020 [Online]. Available: https://ww3.brighton-hove.gov.uk/sites/brighton-hove.gov.uk/files/14885%20Brighton%20Tide%20Times%202020_v3.pdf?fb
clid=IwAR1VcQDBjyOOCpEhV2XIMbfw8Okow4m_bmb9c8y2oBsvwF7lhp23qBA2gjk [Accessed December 2021].

Reference: SEATEMPERATURE.ORG. 2021. Brighton Sea Temperature [Online]. Available: https://www.seatemperature.org/europe/united-kingdom/brighton.htm [Accessed December 2021].
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Pedestrian's Circulation

Urban TissueMovement Visual Character 

Fauna

Project Location

Reference for the map: Google Maps 2021

Reference: GUERIN, B. Available: https://unsplash.com/photos/DusxsFh_EpM.

Reference: COUNCIL", B. H. C. 2009. Brighton & Hove Urban Characterisation Study [Online]. 
Brighton & Hove City Council. Available: https://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/content/planning/
heritage/urban-characterisation-study [Accessed November 2021].

A - WINKWORTH. 2021. Palmeira Square [Online]. Available: https://www.winkworth.co.uk/properties/sales/palmeira-square-hove-
east-sussex-bn3/BTN180222 [Accessed November 2021].
B - https://www.brunswicksquarehotel.co.uk/
C - https://www.studentbrighton.co.uk/accomm--odation/bedford-square-beds-studios/
D - https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g186273-d264214-i99601685-Prince_Regent_Hotel-Brighton_East_Sussex_
England.html

Reference:Google Maps 2021

Reference: COUNCIL", B. H. C. 2009. Brighton & Hove Urban Characterisation Study [Online]. Brighton & Hove City Council. Available: https://www.brighton-
hove.gov.uk/content/planning/heritage/urban-characterisation-study [Accessed November 2021].

People gather under the pier historically and 
till today and it is considered as a public space. 
However, the very front part of the pier is accessbile 
so the end below the pier would be more private.

People walk on the pier promanade back and 
forth for various reasons.

People also stay beside the pier during warmer  
weather to spend a day at the beach.

Birds starlings sightseeing is during the following months:
September (sometimes) – October - November – December – January - (End in February)

Part of Brighton's topography includes slopes 
that overlook at one point which is the sea. 
Similar to how the pier is which is a one line that 
hits and goes into the sea visually and physically.

Linearity is widely seen in the urban tissue of Brighton and Hove. All the busy streets of the 
city seem parallel and when they meet the seafront. Extended views to the sea are also 
seen throughout the following squares below.

Project's Location 

Reasons:
- Less wind
- Morning Sun
- East and West views for the 
building part below the pier.
- A private separate walkway 
that connects to nature and 
lead's to the unit.
- Sea view
- Accessible still to the pier
- Quiet & private

A - Palmeira Square                                                        B - Brunswick Square

C - Bedford Square                                                         D - Regency Square

Approaches to Brighton from London, Hastings and Southampton including the inner corridors in Brighton 
lead to recreation and leisure of Brighton located at the seafront. The pier one of Brighton's landmarks is 
also seen as focal point that connects the inner and outer towns and cities to nature. 

Relationship between topography & views

The image represents the urban plan of Brighton's 
seafront. Relationships between solid and void 
and how there is a space between building 
blocks for the breeze to pass through and for the 
eyes to see the sea at any point on the coastline.

People's movement on the linear pier is organic 
and inconsistent shifting between the different 
things to see and do. That shift is more done 
between East and West or keep going to reach 
the very end.

Richard St. George Moore, Detailed Plan, 1892, drawing, in Palace Pier, 
Brighton (Stroud: Sutton Publishing Ltd., 1999), 25.

Reference: BULLMORE, H. 2020. When is the best time to see Brighton starling murmurations? [Online]. Available: https://www.theargus.
co.uk/news/19140495.best-time-see-brighton-starling-murmurations/ [Accessed November 2021].

Some people intend to see the sunrise and sunset near the pier, while others await to see the 
starlings too. Like a cloud of celebration in Brighton skies and around the pier. 
Here we can also relate how linearity is hitting with organic forms on the pier.
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Inspiration Research: Serpentine Gallery Pavilions 

Serpentine Gallery Pavilion 2013  by Sou Fujimoto Serpentine Gallery Pavilion 2018 by Frida Escobedo

References:

1 SERPENTINE. 2013. Serpentine Gallery Pavilion 2013 by Sou Fujimoto [Online]. Available: https://www.serpentinegalleries.org/whats-on/serpentine-gallery-pavilion-2013-sou-fujimoto/ [Accessed October 2021].

ETHERINGTON, R. 4 June 2013. Serpentine Gallery Pavilion 2013 by Sou Fujimoto. dezeen. dezeen.

PORTILLA, D. 2013. Serpentine Pavilion / Sou Fujimoto. ArchDaily.

Reference

SERPENTINE. 2018. Architect Frida Escobedo, celebrated for dynamic projects that reactivate urban space, was commissioned to design the Serpentine Pavilion 2018. [Online]. Available: https://www.serpentinegalleries.org/whats-on/serpentine-pavilion-2018-designed-frida-escobedo/ [Accessed October 
2021].

Inspired by:

- A latticework pattern that forms a cloud organic form from a set of grid that is played with. 

- Using polycarbonate circular transparent discs to shelter from rain that are barely seen and did not 
interfere with the design.

- It meets my concept of forming a building that is part of the landscape, in which it can be used at 
various levels.

- Inspired by the curiousity and experimentation that the pavilion provides to its users; it is like a 
playground (bars), some steps to climb and other places to see.

- Steps are part of the furniture. Flexibility of spaces is very important.

- The structure ooks very lightweight and merges perfectly with nature.

- Describing his design concept, Fujimoto said: “For the 2013 Pavilion, I propose an architectural 
landscape: a transparent terrain that encourages people to interact with and explore the site in 
diverse ways. Within the pastoral context of Kensington Gardens, I envisage the vivid greenery of the 
surrounding plant life woven together with a constructed geometry. A new form of environment will be 
created, where the natural and the man-made merge; not solely architectural nor solely natural, but a 
unique meeting of the two." 1

 If the Serpentine pavilion was placed in the pier context, it is also 
able to provide people with various experiences and views. 

 The central hollow space of the pavilion is closer to the water, it 
could be an enclosed private zone for dwellers to swim. 

 High levels of the pavilion can be used for observation purposes 
and since they are at same level with the pier ground, the latter 
could be dedicated more for the public.

The structure goes smoothly with the geometry of the pier and the 
organic forms of fauna and climate conditions on the pier.

Inspired by:

- Little spaces that happen one step to another

- Multiple entrances

- a gallery space and then a second corridor that leads to another space

- You can see sometimes planes and sometimes you see diagonals. Sometimes you’ll have 
intimate spaces and sometimes there will be collective spaces

- Opaque and transparent depending on the light hitting.

- The alignment in the ceiling is parallel to the Greenwich meridian and you could experience 
time in the pavilion.
- Corridor facing pool and you can see the reflection of the water
- Material: simple and common (concrete roof tile)
Produced locally and creating a pattern – using simple material in a very sophisticated way 
It helps to create lattice instead of a wall

- It also is opaque in some ways and inspired by arab privacy
Breeze wall play a double wall
Juxtaposition layering (putting things side by side and on top of one another)
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Holiday Makers
Project Scope

Scientists, Council & Community

Holiday (noun)
a time when someone does not go to work or school but is free to do what they want, such as travel or relax
(Cambridge Dictionary, 2021)

What makes a place a holiday?

Core Dimension Dynamics incorporates all 4 facets of self: Mind - Body - Heart - Soul

Nice views

A special place that fits my 
preferences

Good food

A place for exploration 

Switching off from work, calls, emails, 
noise, crowd and busy life

Taking care of the self

Preferences
Thinking

LearningMeditation

Relaxation

MeditationEmotions

Inspiration

Expression

Relationships

Gratitude & Appreciation

Generosity & Service

Purpose

Self Discovery

Spirituality & Faith

Self Actualization

Health 

Nutrition Fitness

Strengthening

Relaxation
Flexibility

Personal Effectiveness

Provide a space for friends and family to gather, access pathway to the public part of 
the pier if the user decides to socialise, zones for reading books and meditation cubicle/

hammock.

Provide a cooking space for healthy meals, exercise space (dance/fitness), hobby craft 
space to strengthen skills, display stand, and a place to feel the breeze and touch the 

water.

Provide a place to watch the birds, 
sunrise and sunset, private space to 
connect with the soul and probably a 

yoga space.

Provide a space for more smiles 
meeting people and at the same 

provide some quiet space and alone 
time. 

Access to the city, landmarks, events 
when wanting to

Connection with nature

A holiday is a place to escape to from reality, it aids to change and a transitional space 
where I could spend a couple of days in to be able to start a new life after moving out of it. 
It’s like a recovery machine that you walk into.

Before moving forward for any change in life (new job, new house, etc.), it is best agreed 
to take care of the self and invest in the self. 

A “you” matter approach is followed, where the user can change part of the design 
depending on their usage and preference. It is a space that gives more control to the user. 
Flexibility in design is an example of interaction and engagement of the occupant with the 
space. 

The machine is for self-care, thus it aims to trigger personal development by optimizing 
personal growth and effectiveness. In philisophy, it is a principle that is applied to make us 
grow known by the "Core Dimension Dynamics". It is based on working on four factors  to 
exert our energy for being more effective afterwards.1

Definition of the word "holiday" A "holiday" Researchers concerns in England: Erosion 

What is coastal erosion?

Researchers on the pier will have to measue:

What sediments do?

When is erosion highest storms?

How do they test samples?

What to consider in the program?

A  map revealing the English coastal towns that are most likely to 
collapse into the sea as shores erode over the next 20 years.3

Sediments collection for testing.3Video showing how sampling is taken by a machine.5

Features of the self-care machine

Make it 
your own

Increasing 
the sense of 

belonging to the 
space

Impact on the 
market: people will 
need to come back 

later

Mind

Soul

Observation Data Collection Presentation

Heart

Body
Referring to 1 & 2

More sales

Adjust the 
design to  self-

care

References:

1 ODYSSEY, D. S. Core Dimension Dynamics [Online]. Available: https://destinysodyssey.com/core-dimension-dynamics/ [Accessed December 2021].

2 MOTT, T. July 17, 2020. Health of Our Whole Person – Mind, Body, Heart, and Spirit [Online]. Available: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/health-our-whole-person-mind-body-heart-spirit-turpin-mott/ [Accessed December 2021].

Reference

3 RANDALL, I. 2019. England's disappearing coastline: Shocking map reveals coastal towns at risk of being wiped out over next 20 years - and suggests 7,000 homes will fall into the sea by end of century. Available: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7702717/Shocking-map-shows-UK-
coastal-towns-risk-wiped-20-years.html [Accessed 1 December 2021].
4 GEOGRAPHYPODS. Erosional Features [Online]. Available: https://www.geographypods.com/12-coasts--management.html [Accessed December 2021].
5 REPORTER, C. R. L. D. 2021. Erosion, farming and forestry identified as Sounds mud sources [Online]. National Local Democracy Reporting. Available: https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/local-democracy-reporting/300426133/erosion-farming-and-forestry-identified-as-sounds-mud-sources 
[Accessed December 2021].

56% of coastline is at risk and especially the East Coast.

“A shocking map reveals the English coastal towns most likely to collapse into the sea as 
shores erode over the next 20 years.”

“Alongside this, around a third of the coast in the south of England is being actively eroded 
— threatening such areas as Norfolk, Suffolk and East/West Sussex.”3

"The occurrence of coastal erosion is dependent upon the balance between the resistance, 
or erodibility, of the coastline and the strength, or erosivity, of the waves and tides 
affecting the area."3

 Measure tides and sea levels
 See if there is a change in surface elevation
 Sediment collection to study 
 Wave study (height, period, direction, fetch)
 Groundwater
 Wind, precipitation

Sediments will increase turbidity and will block sunlight and photosynthesis for plants
Reduces oxygen 
And increases water temperatures
 from water and affect water animals 4

During February and March 4

1- Collecting samples:

A vibra-corer – a device which vibrates at a high frequency to push a plastic pipe two 
metres into the thick mud on the seabed – to retrieve undisturbed samples.

2- Labelling the samples and testing them

The samples were then x-rayed, and slices of each core were dated and fingerprinted 
to identify where the mud came from, and what type of land practice caused it to come 
loose. 5

Note: sediments could be rocks, mud, shingles, seashells

Observation spaces raised from the 
storm and a room to record with boards/ 
calendar to note information and 
observations of daily temperature, wind, 
tide, precipitations throughout winter days 
(highest storms and more erosion).

Place under the pier to make observations, 
take samples from the sea, or you can 
take samples from outside the pier.

Place to put all the samples (shared with 
the community)

Study the samples

Meeting room that could be booked 
by the council or community members 
for environmental concerns (lectures, 
seminars, workshops).
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Inspiration
NA House, Tokyo by Sou Fujimoto

Lattice Book House by Xiaofeng Zhu & Shan Liang

User-friendly & Flexible Designs Wakehurst - Kew Gardens Glow Exhibition 2021

Figures References:

Figures 1 & 2   ARCHDAILY. 2021. House NA / Sou Fujimoto Architects [Online]. Available: https://www.archdaily.com/230533/house-na-sou-fujimoto-architects [Accessed December 2021 2021].

Figures 3 & 4   WONG, J. 2016. Lattice Book House / Scenic Architecture Office [Online]. ArchDaily. Available: https://www.archdaily.com/885791/not-ready-lattice-book-house-scenic-architecture-office [Accessed January 2021]. 

Figure 5   YERÇEKIM. 2016. SO? architecture suspends interactive sky garden in istanbul's ortaköy square [Online]. DesignBoom. Available: https://www.designboom.com/architecture/so-architecture-and-ideas-sky-garden-istanbul-06-09-2016/ [Accessed December 2021].

Figure 6   KHUDAIRI, S. 2014. younghan chung visualizes modular 6x6 house [Online]. DesignBoom. Available: https://www.designboom.com/architecture/younghan-chung-visualizes-modular-6x6-house-02-15-2014/ [Accessed December 2021].

Figure 7   STINSON, L. 2019. Tiered platforms create nifty street furniture [Online]. Curbed. Available: https://archive.curbed.com/2019/2/21/18234143/public-furniture-street-rijeka-croatia [Accessed December 2021].

Figure 8 https://www.archdaily.com/952036/brazilian-interiors-8-projects-with-flexible-furniture?ad_medium=gallery

Figure 9   ASTBURY, J. 2019. Climbing-frame library in Vietnam has a thriving aquaponics system [Online]. Dezeen. Available: https://www.dezeen.com/2019/01/20/vac-library-farming-architects-hanoi/ [Accessed December 2021].

Figure 10   HERNÁNDEZ, D. 2017. Bodrum Demirbuku Houses Club House / Erginoglu & Çalılar [Online]. ArchDaily. Available: https://www.archdaily.com/900685/bodrum-demirbuku-houses-club-house-erginoglu-and-calislar [Accessed December 2021].

All exhibition images are author's own.

Figure 1

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 2 Figure 5

Figure 7

Figure 9

Figure 6

Figure 8

Figure 10

Farming Architects designed the library and city farm 
hybrid as a way for children to learn about self-sustaining 
ecosystems.
What inspired me was the flexibility of the strucutre itself, 
where it can be used as decorative purposes, used as furniture 
and storage. It is easily accessable by children to play, lay 
planters, sit and store their books. 

Lattice Book House was capable to create a scene between 
artifical (strucutre) and nature (forest). Lattice structure was 
used to display books as well. 

A summer complex housing located in Bodrum. 
What inspired me was its great integration with nature and 
the flexibility of the use of space to openness. 

Embracing new changing demands in the modern world. A 
very user-friendly and transformable furniture and space that 
considers the user and adjust easily to fit their needs. 
The image presents one simple example of how a board 
can be adjusted. Further great examples are present in the 
reference for more contemporary Brazilian flexible interiors. 

Street engaging multi-tiered platform in Croatia, engaged 
people to interact with the space, use the space for different 
purposes, get together and relax. I was inspired by the 
simplicity and the flexibility of the structure.

Modular 6x6 house by Younghan Chung created a merging 
of space and promoting functionality. Some rooms are kept 
undetermined for the user to shape. Another example of 
integrating nature and users to meet climatic changes and 
people's needs.

Type of shingles and samples that can be gathered by 
scientists and community members to study in my building.

A case study of how parts of my building would look over time 
and due to climate conditions.

Example of what might be in the glass pool after long periods 
of storm and maintenance. Seaweed and other water 
creatures might grow inside.

A sky garden in the centre of Istanbul engaged it's users by 
pulling down the pots, experiencing the botanical species and 
playing with the layout of the display by lifting them up at 
different levels. The garden was shaped by the users and very 
friendly.

It was Sou Fujimoto's inspiration for the Serpentine pavilion. A couple's house designed on a limited meter squared lot. 
Slabs were in furniture size and overlapped and shifted to create a tree house like feel. 
Each slab had a specific function and users were capable to experience the space at different levels. 
The house also worked as having single rooms and collective rooms at the same time. 
Other means of flexibility is shown in this example.
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Design Process
Study Model 1

• Fingers extended to the water.
• Height variety of the ribbons allow 

sunlight movement where you could 
feel time.

• Each finger in the water is a specialized 
dwelling for certain visitors. 

Swimmers’ deck Researchers Yogis  Starling watchers 

Taking the movement of the natural environment (starling) and stacking 
squares of various sizes to achieve a form. 

Aiming on providing various experiences on multi levels.

Creating a vertical graduation between what is public (at the top) and 
more city/ social related to what is private and more nature conected 

(at the bottom of the pier). Active and loud zones are at the top and the 
spaces gradually become quieter as you go down to meet the water.

 East Elevation overlooking Kemptown  South Elevation overlooking the water

Simplifying the multiple squares into 4 rotative squares. Overlapping the rectangular prisims/ cubes and indicating various 
functions in each and relating them together.

Playing back and forth in positioning the project's program on a 3d grid 
thinking of environmental conditions of which tides and heights with 
respect to the pier.

2

3

1 4 5

6
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Design ProposalDesign Concept
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Site Plan (1/2000)

North Elevation - Entrance

Top View (1/500)

Creating a flexible space that can be used both ways in summer versus 
winter in addition to creating a space that is user friendly that considers 
the human and the environment in shaping space. The project considers 4 
main aspects in designing for the dwelling which are the body, soul, heart 
and mind and 3 main aspects for the research centre which are observation, 
study and presentation. 

The dwelling is a rented house suitable for couples, families and friends 
from various ages. It occupies a place to sleep for a maximum of 4 to 6. The 
research centre is mainly for scientists, but it includes a floor for community 
engagement if they wish to experience whqat it is like to test erosion. The 
building helps scientists to gather and observe samples from the building 
itself and off the building. It also includes a place for the council to rent for 
public events and science related exhibitions, workshops and seminars. 

As the pier is a transitional space between city and nature on a horizontal 
level. The project elongates the latter transition on a vertical level. 

The building is a place of exploration and discovery. It evolves around the 
user and it involves their engagement. It is a buiding that acts as a transition 
that transitions users from the pier (transition) to another transition from 
public to private into the views and into the water depending on how and 
when the user takes the decision to and in consideration of people's self 
health and development. 

Pier Proposal

- Public
- Loud
- Social
- City

- Private
- Quiet
- Self time
- Water

Nature

Nature

City
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Summer Dwelling

First Floor Plan (1/100)

First Floor Terrace

A place to party or watch 
a movie for friends and 
family situated at the same
level with the pier with 
panoramic views. 

Private stairs 

Public stairs 

Foldable wooden doors 
that turn into overshades 
on both East and West.

Extendable shelves like 
doors for expanding the 
living space and greater 
openness to nature.

The private zones are 
situated below the 
pier level (ground and 
basement floors) , which 
provide free views to 
nature.

If a dweller decides to 
connect with people and 
visit the city, he can accept 
visitors from the wider 
circle on the first floor or 
choose to access the ramp 
to reach the pier.

The floor can mostly be 
completely open, partially 
or completely closed.

Foldable wooden doors 
that fold into indoor and 
outdoor looking seats.

Historical Influence:

Multi terraces where created as influenced by the Georgian 
Terraces 1780 AD when Brighton became a fashionable city.

Party hall is a place to see and be seen similar to why people visited 
Brighton in the past.

Historical Influence:

Quiet and alone space is influenced by Brighton being a place to 
escape the pressure of the city (1783 AD). A choice to not to be seen.

Quieter social space for 
a smaller group. Healthy 
cooking facility (body,mind 
& heart).

Kitchen located at 
a far point from 
the wind direction 
to prevent cooking 
smells indoors.

Providing a free 
personalised 
space for the soul, 
body and mind by 
developing skills of 
the self.

A private ramp 
takes pedestrians 
into a walk in 
nature to reach 
the dwelling. Transparency 

to see the water 
influenced by 
wood planks on 
the pier

More private 
spaces are located 
on this floor. 
Alone time spaces 
(mind)

Expandable and 
division of space 
to welcome 
sleepovers.

Visual continuity 
between the 
rooms to discover.

Foldable wooden 
doors that provide 
shading in the 
morning.

Morning terrace 
for reading and 
being mindful 
(mind, soul) 
with hammock 
and interactive 
wooden floor.

Movable wooden 
louvres user-
friendly to manage 
views, lighting and 
air passage.

Views to the water and 
pool and a place to see the 
sunrise and sunset.

Family Space

Basement Floor Plan (1/100)

Hobby Room

Historical Influence:

The pool and breeze control in addition to self-care is influenced by 
Brighton a place to get fresh air for bathing and healing purposes. 
(1750 AD). Brighton Baths (1769 AD)

Ground Floor Plan (1/100)

Reference: 

Background sunset image is from: Facebook (Brighton Skies group)
People and furniture PNG images are from: pngegg.com and skalgubbar.se
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Ground Floor Reading Terrace Floor

1- Subtracting fragments from wood

Relating to the Materials Practices module,  I tested three different 
methodologies to make wood flexible and user interactive. Bendable wood that 
respond to movement was tested by the following;
The second method is adapted in dwelling proposal because it was the most 
reliable.

2- Integrating bungee rope & wood

3- Integrating elastic fabric & wood

Hexagonal Millefeuille tiles are assigned for floors of the proposal. They look as 
standard white tiles, but it also is a millefeuille of coloured terracotta which will 
be revealed with time and by wear in a clustered pattern. 

It would be interesting to also see how interior finishes of the building can evolve 
over time and by use. The tiles can wear naturally or intentionally yellowish to 
reddish and blue colours will be revealed due to people's interaction with space.

The tiles are 8mm  thick and designed by Sandrine Clavel.

Reference:
CLAVEL, S. 'Millefeuille' hexagonal tiles. Material World 3. Frame Publishers.

Basement Floor Hobby & Lab Floor
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First Floor Plan (1/100)

First Floor Terrace

Ground Floor Plan (1/100)

Public stairs for people 
attending seminars, 
lectures, or intend to 
visit the exhibition 
space upstairs.

A multi-functional 
space that can be 
booked by the council 
to discuss any issues. 
The first floor is an 
exhibition space or a 
workshop space or a 
place to lecture. 
The decision is in the 
hands of the user.

Doors can be 
completely shut in 
cold weather and for 
LCD screen display to 
darken the room.

Private stairs for 
scientists and only 
individuals who 
applied to have a 
day access to the 
basement floor.

Basement Floor Plan (1/100)

Laboratory Room

Shelving in the doors 
can be used to display  
artefacts and doors 
could remain shut in 
winter.
West views to the west 
pier and sunset can 
still be seen through 
the glass.

Small scale 
experimentation and 
workshop space for 
individuals who book 
a visit to collect and 
study sediments.

The pool can gather 
sediments during 
storms and high tides 
which makes it handy 
for scientists to collect 
and test.

Transparent glass 
becomes muddy and 
scratcheed due to the 
harsh environement.

X- ray room for testing 
and checking samples 
is positioned in a dark 
isolated room.

A pump is used to 
collect sediments 
from the sea on deck 
and organise them in 
storage containers.

Walls that include 
the monthly graphs 
and charts of climatic 
conditions recorded 
observations.
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A basement 2 floor is present for pool maintenance 
and for a fishing deck to access the water. Paddles 
and other water sports activities can have an easier 
access to the water.

South East Perspective during Summer 

South East Perspective during Winter

Reference: 
Storm image is from: https://www.brightonandhovenews.org/2020/12/26/storm-bella-blows-in/

People and furniture PNG images are from: pngegg.com and skalgubbar.se
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South West Perspective Material Change Over Time

Testing of copper and timber over a month period 
with salty water. Wood (untreated) sucked the 
water and moss and fungus started developing with 
dark spots. Copper gradually turned to green with 
crystal formations.
Wood was used because it was tested on the pier 
and copper is replacing cast iron on the pier that 
adds further changes to study by scientists due to 
climate. 

The shiny copper will scratch, get darker and 
imperfections of the material will start to show on 
the building. 

Nature will adjust the building with its conditions and 
both start to become as one. Not fully nature and 
not fully man-made but a combination of both in the 
water. The copper will turn green.

The pool becomes muddy and scratched and 
seaweed will start to show along other shingles.

Reference: 
Kemptown image is from: Facebook group (Brighton Skies)

People and furniture and effects PNG images are from: pngegg.com and skalgubbar.se

Copper texture is from: https://stock.adobe.com/au/search?k=copper%20texture
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